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 EXE (32-bit only) and 32-bit.LIB (64-bit only) of the wxWidgets version for which the developer has the full source code. The current version of wxWidgets is 4.0.1. Developer also must provide a license key that matches the version of the SDK that was used to build the software.Bits of the matching SDK used for license matching must be present in the.EXE or.LIB; nDependency on SysBSP;
nMust be written to a temporary directory in the event the SysBSP fails to start.nSupports shared libraries only. If a library dependency is encountered during startup, the SDK will not start. A newer version of the library must be used or a dependency to an earlier version of the same library must be removed.nSupports a single configuration only, without specifying a configuration setting.nCross
Platform Product (using CEGUI) or Device Independent Product (using LinuxBSP)nWill not build on Linux without making a few modifications to the source code.nWill only run on 32 bit platforms (as 64 bit versions are not yet officially supported).nIf the CEGUI run-time library is available on the operating system, it will be used instead of the default n-Windows implementation.nWindows:

IntelliSense for CEGUI source files will not be available unless wxWidgets 3.1.0 or later is installed.nLinux: Package includes the CEGUI source code in a subdirectory of the Package directory.nLinux: By default, the CEGUI source code is built into the LinuxBSP. This can be modified as shown in the section "Building LinuxBSP".n An unlicensed version of the SDK is available for purchase. There
is a one-time fee of USD\$60 for the licensed version. The unlicensed version does not include technical support or updates to the SDK, and is provided for use in non-commercial environments only. The SDK is not available for development or testing. *Limitations*:nThe SDK does not currently support more than one configuration. To support more than one configuration, each configuration must

be implemented in a separate runtime.nThe source code is not included in the SDK. The source code must be available to the customer to build the application. nThe use of the SDK to build multi-configuration applications requires modifications to the source code. n 82157476af
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